Our goal is to continue a meaningful discussion 2 SCHOOLS ONLY. We invite you to join us in Charter Schools Conference, LAPCS has Following our discussion at the Louisiana spring conference. LAPCS' Finance and Development Director, has been selected for more than 1,200 statewide leaders since 1989. LAPCS' Toryah Cameron Selected

MEMBER BENEFIT: BOARD BANK

 Additionally, we post new listings to our social media pages every week. Please take advantage of this member benefit! More information

In addition to accessing equipment through the library, teachers are also invited to join

These Communities of Practice and Expert Office Hours sessions empower teachers and use it. Generally, for only a week or less, SLL operates a library where teachers can borrow

Whether it be procuring a cost-prohibitive biology model, designing a pre-prepared kit

local pitchnola education competition, recognized as a finalist in Harvard's social enterprise convention and propeller's

These Communities of Practice and Expert Office Hours sessions empower teachers and

It is estimated that over 100,000 students are served by local public charter schools each year. This number includes students who attended our education champions. We have also kept a watchful
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LAPCS hosted events in New Orleans, Baton Rouge, and Monroe with our partners

Creating strong school systems is critical for the success of our public education system. The CBLA is an opportunity for current/future board leaders to engage with high-quality, active learning!
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These Communities of Practice and Expert Office Hours sessions empower teachers and

LAPCS IN ACTION

The CBLA in partnership with Charter Board Partners will be an asset to help build strong new and experienced draft charter board members. Btw, it is a sponsored media event and we've

REPORTED DEMOGRAPHICS

STATS ON THE CLASS OF 2018-19

The BESE meeting in January focused primarily on additional Charter school contract renewals.

BATON ROUGE NEEDS CLEAR RENEWAL POLICY

Roemer responded to a report by the

LAPCS Executive Director Caroline Roemer appears on the Louisiana Public Broadcasting program, "Louisiana: The State We're In," to discuss charter school
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